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-e real-time and high-continuity requirements of the edge computing network gain more and more attention because of its
active defence problem, that is, a data-driven complex problem. Due to the dual constraints of the hybrid feature of edge
computing networks and the uncertainty of new attack features, implementing active defence measures such as detection, evasion,
trap, and control is essential for the security protection of edge computing networks with high real-time and continuity re-
quirements.-e basic idea of safe active defence is to make the defence gain more significant than the attack loss. To encounter the
new attacks with uncertain features introduced by the ubiquitous transmission network in the edge computing network, this paper
investigates the attack behaviour and presents an attack-defence mechanism based on game theory. Based on the idea of dynamic
intrusion detection, we utilize the game theory in the field of edge computing network and suggest a data-driven mimicry
intrusion detection game model-based technique called GLIDE. -e game income of participants and utility computing methods
under different deployment strategies are analysed in detail. According to the proof analysis of the Nash equilibrium condition in
the model, the contradictory dynamic game relationship is described. -erefore, the optimal deployment strategy of the
multiredundancy edge computing terminal intrusion detection service in the edge computing network is obtained by solving the
game balance point. -e detection probability of the edge computing network for network attacks is improved, and the cost of
intrusion detection of the edge computing network is reduced.

1. Introduction

-e essence of network attack and defence confrontation is
to detect, monitor, and promptly leverage defence mecha-
nisms to interfere with or block attacks [1].-e attacks of the
traditional edge computing network target active defence
techniques, which can be mitigated to avoid data theft or
data tampering by abnormal detection [2–5]. However, it
cannot solve the problem of ubiquitous intrusion moni-
toring identification in edge computing networks. -e
system services provided by the edge computing terminal
and the cloud computing centre still have the possibility of
being attacked [6–11]. It is still a challenge to conduct in-
trusion detection with data-driven analytics in the security of

edge computing network, which is supported by edge, given
the complexity of complex systems and the unique features
of edge computing.

Many researches have been carried out in the academic
world to address the network security risks introduced in the
development of edge computing networks [12–29]. How-
ever, as the edge computing network is a hybrid network
architecture that involves multiple links and multiple
technologies, a unified international standard has not yet
been formed. -e security protection technologies for edge
computing networks have also experienced password pro-
tection, security models, access control policies, host
hardening to anomaly detection, and association analysis
[30–38]. However, the above technologies are mainly based
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on passive defence. In fact, they can only be used to detect
attacks and respond afterwards but not to prevent attacks. It
is no longer able to adapt to the current open Internet
environment that is dynamically changing and requires high
real-time performance and reliability. -ese researches have
certain limitations in the context of edge computing
networks:

(1) In terms of terminal penetration defence, existing
edge computing terminal security mainly uses
cryptographic technology and trusted computing
technology to achieve terminal security authentica-
tion and data storage computing security. Due to the
difficulty of key management and the high degree of
intervention, the cost of defence is too high, which is
not suitable for the security protection of multiple
heterogeneous terminals in the edge computing
environment. At the same time, the existing terminal
trust evaluation technology has limitations such as
poor reputation evaluation accuracy and large
amount of calculation. -erefore, dynamic learning
and dynamic measurement cannot be performed
according to the behaviour characteristics of edge
computing terminals, penetration attacks by mali-
cious terminals cannot be effectively detected, and
advanced defense control cannot be performed. So,
the research results cannot be directly used for edge
attack detection and active defence of edge com-
puting terminals.

(2) In terms of data security interactions, facing the
demand of data security protection of edge com-
puting network, many research studies have paid
attention to the privacy protection and secure
transmission of edge computing data, which are
generally implemented using cryptographic tech-
nology and secure transmission protocols. However,
most of the researches do not take into account the
real-time requirements of data transmission in the
edge computing network environment, so it is dif-
ficult to apply to the real-time secure interaction of
edge computing data. In addition, the existing re-
search results do not consider the impact on the data
transmission efficiency in the case of network attacks
and cannot adaptively adjust the data transmission
scheme according to the degree of network attack
damage to ensure transmission efficiency. -erefore,
the existing secure transmission technology gener-
ally belongs to the passive defence technology, which
cannot actively avoid or suppress network attack
behaviours and cannot meet the needs of security in
edge computing networks.

(3) In terms of network attack detection, the current
research studies of mainstream intrusion detection for
edge computing networks are focused on anomaly
detection. Deep learning techniques are used to build
behaviour models of edge computing networks and to
detect and identify various types of network attacks
based on model deviations. After the abnormality is
identified, the implementation mechanism of new or

unknown network attacks cannot be analysed, and the
detection results cannot be directly used for the
normal monitoring of subsequent network attacks
nor can they protect the edge computing network
protection objects. At the same time, the current
intrusion detection technology mainly considers the
accuracy of the detection model but has limited
consideration of the application scope of the method
and pays insufficient attention to the defence cost of
intrusion detection. -erefore, according to the def-
inition of active defence of network security, the
balance between defence gains and attack losses in the
course of offensive and defensive game of existing
technology needs to be further studied.

(4) In terms of system attack defence disposal, there are
few existing research studies on attack defence
technologies for the edge computing network system
domain, and only a few research results have em-
phasized the necessity of cooperative and coordi-
nated processing. At present, the efficient disposal
technology of attack linkage is mainly defence dis-
posal technology based on alarm correlation analysis
and defence disposal technology based on state at-
tack graph. However, the state attack graph tech-
nology has many limitations in the implementation
process, such as the failure to accurately quantify the
calculation of the attack success probability and the
definition of the attack hazard index, making the
calculation accuracy in practical applications poor,
and it is difficult to effectively defend against low-
cost defence. In addition, in the case of a large-scale
system in an edge computing network, there is a
space explosion problem in generating a state attack
graph. How to solve the network security incidents of
large-scale interconnected systems in edge com-
puting networks at low cost and high efficiency is the
NP problem.

-erefore, the key issue that needs to be addressed is how
to establish a linkage closed-loop intrusion detection and
disposal mode from the time domain, space domain, and
security domain to achieve correlation analysis and optimal
disposal, improve the survivability of core business systems
in edge computing networks, and provide the system with
the ability to deal with various attacks in a complex
environment.

To improve the security for the entire edge computing
network, we further study the edge computing network
intrusion mimicking linkage detection technology. -e
mimic defence technology uses computing or service
components with functional equivalents and different
structures as elements, is based on a “nonsimilar redun-
dancy” structure with high availability and reliability, and
cooperates with the multimode voting mechanism that does
not rely on rules and features. It disturbs the judgment of the
attacker through the nonlinear transformation of the sys-
tem’s external characteristics. Mimic defence technology is
based on dynamic heterogeneous redundant construction. It
uses the harsh conditions that the attacker cannot construct
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the attack methods of all heterogeneous components si-
multaneously to introduce a dynamic scheduling strategy
that can avoid collaborative attacks, making it difficult for
the attacker to maintain the attack chain through the voting
mechanism. Also, it can increase the difficulty for attackers
to detect and scan.

In recent years, more and more research works have
focused on developing and advancing mimic defence
technology. Li et al. [37] proposed a complex attack linkage
decision-making method, which provides guiding security
architecture for the construction of a mimic defence system.
Tong et al. [38] used the multilevel structure of the web
server to design a dynamic heterogeneous redundancy
foundation at the operating system layer and server software
layer and realized the establishment of a mimic defence
system in the web server field.

Based on [37, 38], Sang and Li [39] studied mimic de-
fence techniques of edge computing terminal, which is also
the basic framework of this paper. However, there are few
researches focusing on the security analysis methods of
mimic defence systems. In this paper, we propose a mul-
tiredundancy voting mechanism for the intrusion detection
on the edge computing terminal. Moreover, we achieve the
optimal collaborative detection rate by designing the optimal
deployment strategy of multiredundancy edge computing
terminal intrusion detection service. -e purpose of the
multiredundancy voting mechanism in the mimicry defence
model on the edge computing terminal is to analyse the
differences in the execution results of heterogeneous re-
dundant executives. It thus not only implements intrusion
detection but also helps to hide and defend real services.
Under the edge computing network environment, the in-
trusion detection capability of the edge computing terminal
improves the collaborative detection of network attacks.
However, edge computing networks have ubiquitous in-
terconnection characteristics [5, 6]. -erefore, if the in-
trusion detection measures do not adequately deploy, then
the risk of taking control of the business services will be
increased. Nevertheless, the capability of the underdeployed
edge computing terminal service with intrusion detection
will cause attackers to bypass the edge computing terminal to
attack the real service directly. On the other hand, to resist
the network intrusion, it will undoubtedly increase defence
costs and occupy additional edge computing resources when
deploying a great deal of multiredundant edge computing
terminals [7]. To address this issue, we present a method-
ology, called Game theory and Data-driven Mimicking
Linkage based Intrusion Detection of Edge Computing
Network (GLIDE), which combines the multiredundancy
edge computing terminal intrusion detection service tech-
nique and the game theory. GLIDE calculates the income
equilibrium point of the participants according to the
equilibrium condition decision. We further implement an
optimal defence income deployment strategy for multi-
redundancy edge computing terminal intrusion detection
services in edge computing networks in order to improve the
detection rate of network attacks and thus enhance the
security of the network. Figure 1 shows the schematic of this
study.

-e contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

(i) First of all, we present a novel edge computing
network mimic linkage intrusion detection model
called GLIDE to resist unpredictable attacks in the
edge computing network.

(ii) Secondly, we utilize the game theory in the field of
the edge computing network and suggest a game
model-based mechanism which employs the opti-
mal intrusion detection deployment strategy con-
sidering the perspective of intrusion detection
revenue. Also, we analyse the interaction between
the attacker and the intrusion detection system to
obtain an optimal decision-making scheme for the
defence action set using the game model.

(iii) -irdly, we utilize the Nash equilibrium of attack
and defence income in the game model, which can
be used to optimize the defence cost and the strategy
of the intrusion detection service.

-e rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents some background and related works. Section 3
introduces the mimic state linkage intrusion detection of
edge computing networks and its game model and discusses
the advantages and the utility of different participants
according to different situations. Section 4 provides the
analysis of the Nash equilibrium in the model and designs an
optimal deployment strategy for the multiredundancy edge
computing terminal mimicry defence intrusion detection
service. Section 5 describes the experimental analysis of the
proposed model. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Research

With the diversified, collaborative, and intelligent devel-
opment of network attack techniques such as advanced
persistent attacks (APT) and multistep combined pene-
trating attacks have become the main form of the threat-
ening network security [8]. -ese days, unpredictable attack
detection techniques have drawn attention from the
cybersecurity researchers in the field of attack and defence
[9]. -e defence of the new attack is also one of the original
motivations for the active protection of network security
[10]. Fu et al. [11] combined the conventional APT attack
technology and principle and classified the attack into six
implementation stages: detection preparation, code in-
coming, initial intrusion, etc., and summarized the attack
characteristics. -en, they reviewed the current state of the
research on existing APT attack detection defence frame-
works. Moreover, they pointed out research content and
latest developments of four mainstream APT attack detec-
tion technologies, such as network traffic anomaly detection
and malicious code anomaly detection. However, the above-
explained detection algorithms need to be implemented
based on big data analysis technology. In the environment of
high real-time performance and extensive data in the edge
computing network, there are still problems such as in-
sufficient timeliness and complicated calculation when an
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abnormality is discovered [12, 40]. In the new attacks, such
as APT, there is an important feature that is multipoint and
multitarget attack, which is different from traditional ones
[13–15]. In response to the intrusion detection problem of
this type of attack, Qi [16] proposed a distributed intelligent
detection model based on multiagent. -e model uses a
distributed architecture based on a three-level agent. -e
Management Agent, the Resident Agent, and the Mobile
Agent are not only independent but also cooperative with
each other. Also, it implements real-time analysis and
alerting of network data and hardware information in the
target system. Liu et al. [17] introduced agent technique into
network intrusion detection and proposed a network in-
trusion detection framework model based on distributed
mobile agent technology. It applies the misuse detection
mode and the anomaly detection mode in a coordinated
way. -ere are many similar research studies on distributed
collaboration and linkage intrusion detection. Notwith-
standing, such research mainly focuses on collaborative
strategy between intrusion detection systems. -ey have not
considered factors through the actual network attack and
defence processes, such as the asymmetry of information
and the asymmetry of the consequences. -erefore, how to
develop an adaptive intrusion detection method that adapts
to the characteristics of network attack changes has attracted
the attention of many scholars [18–21].

According to the confrontational nature of network
attack and defence [22], from the view of active defence, the
core goal is to seek the optimal network defence benefits that
match the cyber-attack hazard. On the contrary, from the
perspective of the attacker, the core goal is to find the best
damage from the attack [23]. Consequently, relevant re-
search introduces the game theory and studies the optimal
strategy of network attack and defence. To carry out the
security assessment and active protection of the network,

Jiang et al. [24] proposed a network optimal active defence
method based on the offensive and defensive game model. It
performs the optimal attack and defence strategy selection
by solving the game benefit Nash equilibrium condition
between the defender and the attacker. To effectively address
the network security risk management and reduce the loss of
security risk, Gang et al. [8] presented a network security
optimal attack and defence decision-making method based
on the noncooperative non-zero-sum game model. It gen-
erates an optimal attack and defence strategy by analysing
the attack and defence interactions of attackers and de-
fenders. Zhang et al. [25] introduced a network security
defence decision-making method based on the offensive and
defensive differential game. In this study, according to the
security evolution model, it analyses the change process of
the security state of the network system and constructs the
differential game model of attack and defence. Also, this
technique presents the solution way of saddle point strategy
and gives the optimal defence strategy selection algorithm.
Wang et al. [26] suggested an algorithm for selecting the
optimal defence strategy based on the static Bayesian game.
-is algorithm calculates the effectiveness of the defence
strategy based on probability and gives the optimal active
defence strategy selection algorithm. Also, they have
employed the game theory into the study of optimal strategy
selection for network intrusion detection. Shen et al. [27]
recommended a wireless sensor network intrusion detection
approach. From the perspective of saving defence cost, it
gives the optimal strategy for intrusion detection service
deployment in a wireless sensor network environment. To
address the massive linkage control problem of attack de-
tection, Li et al. [28] used game theory to analyse the security
combination model of firewall, intrusion detection system
(IDS), and vulnerability scanning technology and gave the
optimal intrusion detection calculation method. At the same
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Figure 1: -e schematic of the active optimization deception defence of edge computing network attacks.
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time, in the particular network environment with obvious
resource constraints such as WSN network and mobile Ad-
hoc network, the game theory is also applied to the solution
of the optimal intrusion detection strategy [29–34]. Research
on mimetic honeypot intrusion detection technology based
on game theory is also often involved [35, 36]. In general,
game theory has been widely used in the field of network
attack and defence and can be used to solve the optimal
strategy of network attack and defence.

Game theory is a decision-responsive mathematical
model which makes one side of a game to change its strategy
according to the decision made by the counterpart. To a
certain extent, game theory can be defined as the principle for
using mathematical models to study the conflict and coop-
eration between intelligent and rational decision makers.
-ere are several elements in the game theory model.

Definition 1. Participants: the decision makers in the game
model. -ere must be at least two participants in a game
model. Participants perform specific actions which can in-
fluence each other in the game model.

Definition 2. Strategy set: the strategy of the gamemodel can
be divided into pure strategy and hybrid strategy according
to its precise characteristics. If the policies are clearly defined
action choices, they are described as pure strategies, while
the hybrid strategy uses probability distribution on the
purely strategic basis. A collection of policies can be called a
response space. -e types of response space can be classified
into pure strategy space and hybrid policy space according to
the corresponding strategy.

Definition 3. Offensive and defensive income: the purposes
of participants in the game model are the same: maximize its
outcomes while minimizing costs. When game participants
fully understand the actions of other participants, they use a
game model with complete information rather than a game
with incomplete information. In this case, it is impossible to
understand the strategies of other participants fully.
Moreover, when the utility function and the possible ap-
proach are known to all model participants, a game with
complete information is performed.

In essence, the core of mimic defence is the voting
mechanism. -e voter, also known as the voter agent, en-
sures that no program instance is broken by comparing the
output of different variants. -e voter is a necessary channel
for the heterogeneous redundant executable bodies to
output messages. -e multiredundancy voter monitors the
operating status of all equivalent executives in the mimic
defence model. It takes the output of multiple heterogeneous
executors as input and performs content-level comparison
to realize the abnormality of heterogeneous redundant
executors.

In this paper, the multiredundancy voting mechanism of
the edge computing terminal mimic defence technology has
intrusion detection capabilities. Assume that, for the same
request, the response results of different redundant com-
ponents are equivalent. However, in a real network envi-
ronment, the system may be attacked or maliciously

damaged at any time, and some redundant components may
be damaged, leading to service failure. -erefore, the re-
sponse results may be invalid or wrong, which leads to
inconsistent response results of the redundant components,
thus achieving the purpose of intrusion detection. Com-
monly used voting algorithms include majority voting al-
gorithm, large number voting algorithm, median voting
algorithm, and unanimous voting algorithm. Voting can be
implemented at multiple levels in the software stack, in-
cluding the application layer and the middleware layer.
Several common voting algorithms are summarized in
Table 1.

Common voting algorithms ignore the loss and impact
on performance, so from the perspective of active defence,
the intrusion detection services that rely on multi-
redundancy voting mechanisms will inevitably increase the
resource overhead of edge computing terminals. From the
perspective of network intrusion detection, it can be known
that all edge computing terminals in the network exist as
intrusion detection nodes. -e more intrusion detection
services are deployed, the earlier and more comprehensive
the attack behaviour can be discovered, thereby preventing
the harm caused by the attack. However, in edge computing
networks, this is not necessary and is not the optimal de-
ployment method for intrusion detection services. Seeking a
reasonable deployment strategy of edge computing terminal
intrusion detection service and ensuring the maximization
of service revenue and the minimization of defence cost in
edge computing network are the best way of active defence.
-ese are the basic characteristics of game theory.

3. Mimetic Intrusion DetectionModel Based on
Game Theory

-e ideal network attack detection should identify most of
the possible attacks. At the same time, according to the
actual situation, it needs to find a balance between the
detection cost and the benefit and also obtains the optimal
defence rate by using the minimum cost.

As shown in Figure 2, the mimetic intrusion detection
game model is defined as a triple model ADG� (U, S, X),
where

U � (U1, U2, . . . , Un) refers to all participants in the
offensive and defensive game model. Participants are the
subject of the game, where n represents the number of
participants. P, Q{ } describes all participants in the game
according to the actual participation of the offensive and
defensive game. P≜ P1, P2, P3  denotes three kinds of
service existing in the edge computing network, that is, the
master station system service, the multiple redundancy edge
computing terminal intrusion detection service, and the
single-redundancy edge computing terminal service. Among
them, themultiredundancy edge computing terminal service
has intrusion detection capability. Q≜ Q1, Q2  represents
normal users and attackers (malicious users), respectively.

S � (S1, S2, . . . , Sn) refers to the action set of the par-
ticipants. Specifically, the action set mainly refers to the
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attack action set and the defence action set in this paper. We
use ZP, ZQ  to denote the action set of the defender and the
action set of attacker, i.e., ZP, ZQ is the set of the attack and
defence actions, where ZP ≜ s

open
s , scloses  expresses the set of

defender’s actions. S
open
s is the edge computing network

providing this type of service. Scloses describes that the edge
computing network does not provide this type of service.
ZQ ≜ spermit

u , s
deny
u  represents the set of attacker’s actions.

Spermit
u denotes that this type of user can access services in the
edge computing network. S

deny
u denotes that this type of user

cannot access services in the edge computing network.
Table 2 shows the details.

X � (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) expresses the offensive and de-
fensive utility of the participants. Here, different participants
have different levels of utility. XP, XQ  represents the utility
set of the game participants, where XP denotes the utility of
each type of service in the edge computing network. XQ

denotes the accessible utility of normal users and attackers.

3.1.Participants’ Income. From game theory, the key process
of the game is maximizing the income of the game par-
ticipants. In the proposed model, we assume that the edge
computing network has the prior knowledge of the attack,
i.e., the identity of the visitor is known when the service is
provided. -e assumption is shown in Section 4.

Given a game model ADG � (U, S, X), we define the
probability for the visitor as F(Q1) � 1 − z, F(Q2) � z 

which denotes the distribution probability of normal users
and attackers using the probability and statistical
methods. Following the definition, we get the probability
distribution of the services (the master station system
service, the multiredundancy edge computing terminal
intrusion detection service, and the single-redundancy
edge computing terminal service) provided by the edge
computing network, which is F(P1) � 1 − τ − υ, F(P2) �

υ, F(P3) � τ}.

Definition 4. Game strategy: in the game model, the
probability distribution of the action set participant selected
is called the game strategy. When using binary 0 or 1 de-
cision, the probability distribution is called pure approach.
On the contrary, the procedure is hybrid when using dif-
ferent probability values decision.

Table 1: Summary of the voting algorithms.

Voting algorithms Advantage Common defect
Majority voting Direct voting, shielding single points of failure

Ignore the loss of performance and affect system availability

K out of N voting At least K of N results are correct
Large number of voting Shield faulty replicas from malicious spread
Probability-based
voting

Improve the probability of consistent correct
voting

Unanimous voting History information applied to consensus vote

Network

Strategy and
income

Network

Strategy and
income

Single-redundancy
edge computing
terminal service

Multiredundancy
edge computing

terminal intrusion 
detection service

Master system service

AttackersUsers

Figure 2: Game-based mimic linkage intrusion detection model.

Table 2: Action set of the participants.

Participants Action set
Master system service s

open
s scloses

Multiredundancy edge computing terminal
intrusion s

open
s scloses

Single-redundancy edge computing terminal
service s

open
s scloses

Normal users Spermit
u S

deny
u

Attackers (malicious users) Spermit
u S

deny
u
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In the proposed game model, the participants’ game
stage and action set are clear. -e game strategy, therefore,
exploits a pure approach.-is section analyses the benefits of
various game scenarios based on different system services
and different participants.

3.1.1. Master Station System Services. -e master station
system service is the real service of the business system in the
edge computing network. If the user is normal and accesses
the master station system service, the benefit of the master
station system service and the access revenue of the normal
user are both α(α> 0). If the attacker can access the primary
system services, then the master station system service will
be damaged, leading to deterioration of the capability of the
master station system service on the edge computing net-
work. -erefore, we define the attacker’s income ρα, where
ρ≥ 1 represents the attacker’s attack damage factor. At this
point, the service income of the real system is − ρα.
3.1.2. Multiredundancy Edge Computing Terminal Intrusion
Detection Services. Multiredundancy edge computing ter-
minal intrusion detection service, i.e., the edge computing
terminal service, detects the network intrusion by using the
multiredundancy heterogeneous executable bodies and the
multiredundancy voting mechanisms when the edge computing
network is enabled. Normal users cannot access this kind of
intrusion detection service, regardless of the multiredundancy
edge computing terminal intrusion detection service, which
means that the service does not increase their access income of
the regular business. -erefore, the normal user’s access income
is 0. Equivalently, the service income of the edge computing
terminal intrusion detection service is 0 as well. From the
counterpart perspective, when the multiredundancy edge com-
puting terminal intrusion detection service detects an attacker
successfully, the service income is μβ, where β> 0 and μ≥ 1 is the
intrusion detection factor (i.e., an attacker’s success intrusion
probability). At this point, the attacker’s access income is − μβ.

3.1.3. Single-Redundancy Edge Computing Terminal Service.
Single-redundancy edge computing terminal service, i.e., an
edge computing terminal service, uses a single redundant
executive body in an edge computing network. -is kind of
service has a capability of preventing the network intrusion
but a deficient capability of detecting the network intrusion;
due to that it cannot exploit the multiredundancy voting
mechanism. Under the normal situation, the normal user’s
access income of the single-redundancy edge computing
terminal service is 0. However, if the attacker accesses the
single-redundancy edge computing terminal service, it may
be attacked and damaged.-e service income thus is − ρα. At
this point, the attacker’s access income is ρα − εβ, where
β> 0, and ε≥ 1 represents a single-redundancy edge com-
puting terminal service defence factor.

3.2. Participants’ Utility. In this subsection, we consider the
dynamic gaming phase of five roles (master station system
service, the multiredundancy edge computing terminal

intrusion detection service, the single redundancy of the
edge computing terminal service, the normal user, and the
attacker). Moreover, we comprehensively calculate the of-
fensive and defensive utilities of all participants’ game based
on the change of corresponding participants during the
game process and achieve the optimal strategy using the
duction of the Bayesian principle.

3.2.1. Utility Analysis of Master Station System Service.
Considering the instantiating executing strategy s

open
s (i.e.,

the normal users and attackers can access the master system
service at the same time), the total service utility of the
master station system service (i.e., XP1

) can be calculated by

XP1
s
open
s(  � F Q1( ∗ α + F Q2( (− ρα)

� (1 − z − zρ)α.
(1)

Similarly, when the system service is in a situation exposed to
attack scloses (i.e., the master system service is in the extreme case
of being unable to provide services due to occurring an attack),
the total service utility of the actual system is

XP1
s
close
s  � F Q1( ∗ (− α) + F Q2( ∗ 0

� (z − 1)α.
(2)

3.2.2. Utility Analysis of Multiredundancy Edge Computing
Terminal Intrusion Detection Service. -e executing strategy
is s

open
s (i.e., the multiredundancy edge computing terminal

intrusion detection service provides access to normal users
and attackers at the same time); the total service utility of the
multiredundancy edge computing terminal intrusion de-
tection service (i.e., XP2

) can be calculated by

XP2
s
open
s(  � F Q1( ∗ 0 + F Q2( ∗ μβ

� zα,
(3)

where the executing strategy is scloses (i.e., there is no multi-
redundancy edge computing terminal intrusion detection ser-
vice into the edge computing network); the total service utility is

XP2
s
close
s  � F Q1( ∗ 0 + F Q2( ∗ 0

� 0.
(4)

3.2.3. Utility Analysis of Single-Redundancy Edge Computing
Terminal Service. -e executing strategy is s

open
s (i.e., the

single-redundancy edge computing terminal service pro-
vides access to normal users and attackers at the same time);
the total service utility of the single-redundancy edge
computing terminal service (i.e., XP3

) can be calculated by

XP3
s
open
s(  � F Q1( ∗ 0 + F Q2( ∗ (− ρα)

� − zρα.
(5)

In the case of executing strategy scloses (i.e., there is no
single-redundancy edge computing terminal service in the
edge computing network), the total service utility is
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XP3
s
close
s  � F Q1( ∗ 0 + F Q2( ∗ 0

� 0.
(6)

3.2.4. Utility Analysis of Normal Users. In a situation where
the normal user executes the strategy spermit

u , the summation
of access utility can be calculated by considering the access of
the master station system service, the multiredundancy edge
computing terminal intrusion detection service, and the
single-redundancy edge computing terminal service, which
is

XQ1
s
permit
u  � F P1( ∗ (α) + F P2( ∗ 0 + F P3( ∗ 0

� (1 − τ − υ)α.
(7)

When the normal user executes strategy s
deny
u (i.e., a

normal user does not access the services in the edge com-
puting network due to the network attacks), the summation
of access utility is

XQ1
s
deny
u  � F P1( ∗ 0 + F P2( ∗ 0 + F P3( ∗ 0

� 0.
(8)

3.2.5. Utility Analysis of Attackers. For the attackers during
the game, where the attacker executes the strategy spermit

u , the
summation of access utility is calculated by utilization of
attacker on accessing the master station system service,
multiredundancy edge computing terminal intrusion de-
tection service, and the single-redundancy edge computing
terminal service, which is

XQ2
s
permit
u  � F P1( ∗ ρα + F P2( ∗ (− μβ)+ F(P)3 ∗ (ρα− εβ)

� (1 − τ − υ)∗ ρα + υ∗ (− μβ) + τ ∗ (ρα − εβ)

� ρα − υρα − υμβ − τεβ

� ρα − υ(ρα + μβ) − τεβ.

(9)

On the other hand, when the attacker does not access the
services in the edge computing network, that is, in the case of
executing strategy s

deny
u , the utility of the attacker is

XQ2
s
deny
u  � F P1( ∗ 0 + F P2( ∗ 0 + F P3( ∗ 0

� 0.
(10)

Considering the calculations mentioned above, we can
obtain the utility for normal users and attackers performing
different game actions when accepting different services,
respectively.

4. Solution of Optimal Strategy for GLIDE

Game participants often have difference and balance on
strategy selection. For example, when an attacker finds that
the object being attacked is a multiredundancy edge com-
puting terminal intrusion detection service system, the ra-
tional attacker will pursue the maximum attack damage with

the minimum attack cost. In this case, it is obvious that the
attacker will not continue to execute the attack method but
will alter other strategies or actively stop the attack. For
defence system services, when there are no attackers in the
network, the approach will be adjusted to minimize the
provision of intrusion detection services to save network
resources. Similar strategic changes and the game between
the offensive and defensive sides are constantly changing.
-e game of this technique will achieve the optimal income
of the participants when the offense and defence sides
implement a certain mechanism, respectively, namely, the
Nash equilibrium state.

Definition 5. Nash equilibrium: for the attackers and de-
fenders in the game, if and only if each participant’s strategy
is the best countermeasure against another.

-is section provides the analysis and certification for
that the Nash equilibrium state exists in the GLIDE model
proposed in the paper. Based on this inspiration, the Nash
equilibrium calculation results are used as the basis for
decision-making, which guides the optimal deployment
strategy of multiredundancy edge computing terminal in-
trusion detection services in edge computing networks.

Since each participant can adopt many types of strategy
combinations in the game model, this section first discusses
the execution of the S

open
s strategy by each servant and the

execution of the Spermit
u strategy by normal users and at-

tackers (i.e., the Nash equilibrium condition is on the case
that the edge computing network executes the strategy
(S

open
s , S

open
s , S

open
s )(Spermit

u , Spermit
u ) ).

According to the definition of Nash equilibrium, we first
know that XP1

(s
open
s ) should dominate under Nash equi-

librium condition from the perspective of the master system
service. Assume XP1

(s
open
s ) � XP1

(scloses ); we can obtain

z �
2

2 − ρ
. (11)

If so, the utility of providing the normal service by the
master station system XP1

(s
open
s ) is greater than that of not

providing service XP1
(scloses ), which should be the optimal

target pursued by the edge computing network. z< 2/(2 − ρ)

is the preferred condition. We thus infer that the edge
computing network will choose to provide themaster system
service when z< 2/(2 − ρ). On the contrary, z> 2/(2 − ρ);
the strategy scloses will be selected as the executed one.
However, according to the game, when the primary station
system provides the service, the preferred strategy of the
multiredundancy edge computing terminal intrusion de-
tection service and the single-redundancy edge computing
terminal service must be S

open
s .

We further assume that XQ1
(spermit

u ) � XQ1
(s

deny
u ) and

XQ2
(spermit

u ) � XQ2
(s

deny
u ); the following can be derived:

υ � 1 − τ, (12)

υ �
ρα − τεβ
ρα + μβ

. (13)

From (11) and (12), we can obtain
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1 − τ �
ρα − τεβ
ρα + μβ

,

τ �
μβ

ρα + μβ − εβ
.

(14)

We then derive

z<
2

2 − ρ
υ< 1 − ττ <

μβ
ρα + μβ − εβ

. (15)

According to equation (15), when the edge computing
network executes (S

open
s , S

open
s , S

open
s )(Spermit

u , Spermit
u ) , in

order to optimize the utility of each participant, the Nash
equilibrium conditions are

z<
2

2 − ρ
,

υ< 1 − τ,

τ <
μβ

ρα + μβ − εβ
.

(16)

Theorem 1. Consider the execution (S
open
s , S

open
s ,

S
open
s )(S

permit
u , S

permit
u )}; the model has a Bayesian Nash

equilibrium and needs to satisfy these conditions:
z<

ρ
2 + ρ

,

υ<
1
2
,

τ <
υα − μβ
2(μ + ε)

.

(17)

Similarly, when an attacker stops attacking, i.e., the edge
computing network executes the strategy (S

open
s , S

open
s ,

S
open
s )(Spermit

u , S
deny
u )}, the conditions that participant obtains

the utility Nash equilibrium are

z<
2

2 − ρ
,

υ< 1 − τ,

τ >
μβ

ρα + μβ − εβ
.

(18)

Since the multiredundancy edge computing terminal
intrusion detection service and the single-redundancy edge
computing terminal service are S

open
s , we only need to

consider the case when the normal user executes the strategy
S
deny
u . -at is, when the strategy
(S

open
s , S

open
s , S

open
s )(S

deny
u , S

deny
u )  is executed by GLIDE, the

Nash equilibrium conditions are

z<
2

2 − ρ
,

υ> 1 − τ,

τ >
μβ

ρα + μβ − εβ
.

(19)

According to the solution results that use the Nash
equilibrium condition under the above different strat-
egies, this section can be used to solve the optimal al-
gorithm of the mimic state linkage intrusion detection
optimal strategy for edge computing networks, which is
depicted in Algorithm 1.

5. Security Analysis of GLIDE

At present, the single-redundancy defence model based on
the mimic defence idea is basically an iPo model. As shown in
Figure 3, when a submitted request is entered into the system,
it is first copied by the input proxy unit into n copies and
forwarded to the executive body set. -e executive body set
contains n similar redundant executors, of which
P1, P2, P3, . . . , Pn are executors with the same function but
different implementation methods; each executor accepts a
copy of the request and processes it. -e processing result of
each executor outputs a response after voting by the voter.
Taking advantage of the dependence of network attacks on the
environment, an attack targeting a specific vulnerability
cannot be effectively played in heterogeneous executors
(P1, P2, P3, . . . , Pn) at the same time, thereby achieving a
defence effect against the vulnerability attack. -e multi-
redundancy voter mainly compares the differences in the
execution results of redundant executors, so as to vote
whether the mimic defence system has suffered network
intrusion and achieve the purpose of intrusion detection.
Based on mimic defence technology, mimic defence structure
routers, mimic defence structure distributed storage systems,
mimic defence structure web servers, and other systems with
mimic defence structures have been formed.

Based on the existing mimic defence, this paper uses the
Dynamic Heterogeneous Redundancy model to design and
build a dynamic heterogeneous redundant mimic defence
model for edge computing terminals, as shown in Figure 4. It
adds a heterogeneous component set, a dynamic scheduling
algorithm, and a heterogeneous element pool. Heteroge-
neous element pool provides diversified design of compo-
nents at various levels and can form a heterogeneous
component set, which improves the security of the system.
When the executor in the executive body set is attacked, the
system selects components from the heterogeneous com-
ponent set to replace the attacked executor in the executive
body set according to the dynamic scheduling algorithm, so
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as to eliminate the environment necessary for the triggering
of the attack, making it difficult for the same attack to occur
continuously. On the other hand, the existence of a dynamic
scheduling algorithm makes the system show different
system attributes to the outside during the period, which
disturbs the judgment of the attacker and increases the
difficulty of scanning and detection by the attacker.

In order to better understand how the key features in the
dynamic heterogeneous redundant mimic defence model of the
edge computing terminal affect the system’s security defence
capabilities, this paper conducts security analysismodel based on
the states of different components in the dynamic heterogeneous
redundant mimic defence model of the edge computing ter-
minal. In the model, the transfer of the attacker’s position from
the current component to its next component is considered as
the attacker successfully invaded the current component. -e
transfer of the attacker’s position from the current component to
its previous component is considered as the attacker has lost
control of the current component. -is situation usually
manifests itself as a heterogeneous dynamic change of com-
ponents in the mimic defence system, or an abnormal result is
found in the voting output of the voter. In order to avoid that, as
the network scale increases, the forward and backward transfer
between many components will increase the difficulty of model
analysis. -is model only focuses on the situation where the
attacker invades the next component and stays in the current
component from the current component, thereby reducing the
complexity of transferring between components.

-e security analysis abstract model structure of the
dynamic heterogeneous redundant mimicry defence model
of the edge computing terminal is shown in Figure 5. -e a

component represents the attacker, the i component rep-
resents the input proxymodule in the mimic defence system,
and the logical P component represents the set of executive
bodies in the mimic defence system, where P1, P2, . . . , Pn

represent the specific executor. -e o component represents
the voter in the mimic defence system. -ese two compo-
nents are the mimic defence boundary of the system and do
not have heterogeneous redundancy features. -erefore,
dynamic defence technology is used to prevent the attacker
from using the input proxy as a springboard to continuously
attack the executive bodies P1, P2, . . . , Pn and hijacking the
correct output of the voting system.

-e numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in the model represent the
transfer process of the attack between components, in which
1, 3, and 5 represent the process of the attacker invading the
next component from the current component; 2 and 4
represent the process of the attacker staying in the current
component.

Assumption 1. When using this model to evaluate the
security of a mimic defence system, it is assumed that,
for any kind of attack, there will be sufficient heteroge-
neous executors to build a mimic defence structure
without being restricted by the diversity of software and
hardware.

Definition 6. Mimic defence component transformation
period Tdynamic: the time period during which the input
agent component, executor component, and voter compo-
nent are dynamically transformed in the model, reflecting

Input: z, ρ, υ, τ, α, μ, ε, β
Output: Optimized Solution

(1) if z< 2/(2 − ρ) then
(2) if (υ< 1 − τ)∧ (τ < (μβ/(ρα + μβ − εβ)))then
(3) executes (S

open
s , S

open
s , S

open
s )(Spermit

u , Spermit
u )  strategy

(4) end
(5) else
(6) Aere is no optimal strategy.
(7) end
(8) if (υ< 1 − τ)∧ (τ > (μβ/(ρα + μβ − εβ)))then
(9) executes (S

open
s , S

open
s , S

open
s )(Spermit

u , S
deny
u )  strategy

(10) end
(11) else
(12) Aere is no optimal strategy.
(13) end
(14) end
(15) else
(16) if (υ> 1 − τ)∧ (τ > (μβ/(ρα + μβ − εβ)))then
(17) executes (S

open
s , S

open
s , S

open
s )(S

deny
u , S

deny
u )  strategy

(28) end
(19) else
(20) Aere is no optimal strategy.
(21) end
(22) end
(23) End

ALGORITHM 1: Solving algorithm for optimal strategy of intrusive mimic relation detection.
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the dynamic characteristics of the mimic defence structure,
which can be fixed or random values.

Definition 7. -e time required for the successful imple-
mentation of the attack Tattack: the time required for the
attacker to successfully invade from a component to its next
component in the model, reflecting the complexity of the
attacker’s successful implementation of an attack.

Definition 8. -e probability of performance difference ph

between mimic defence executors after being attacked: the
probability of heterogeneous attributes between the exe-
cution components of the model for an attack, that is, the
probability that different execution components will pro-
duce different results in an attack is ph, which reflects the
heterogeneous characteristics in the mimic defence
structure.

Definition 9. -e probability of successful attack transfer by
the attackerp(i,j) is the probability that the attacker successfully
invades from component i to the next component j in a static
system without heterogeneous characteristics and dynamics,
reflecting the difficulty of the attacker’s successful attack.

5.1. Single-Redundancy Attack Defence Analysis. When the
mimic defence system uses single redundancy, the model of
the system is shown in Figure 6. -e attacker invades the
mimic defence system by component a. p1, p2, p3, p4, p5.,
respectively, represent the probability of a component
invading the input agent i component, continuing to stay
in the i component, invading from the i component to the
logical P component, continuing to stay in the logical P

component, the logic P component invading the voter o

component. -e derivation process of p1 is as follows:
before and after any time when component i dynamically
changes, the probability that a particular attack launched

Input

. . .

. . .

. . .

..
.

..
.

..
.

Input proxy

Multiredundancy 
voting mechanism

Output

Dynamic 
scheduling 
algorithm

E1

E2

E3

Em

Edge
perceptual

nodes

Edge computing
terminal

Executive
body set

Perceptual node trust detection
Abnormal trigger

Abnormal confirmation
Heterogeneous
component set

Heterogeneous
element pool

P1 P2 P3 Pn

IoT1 IoT2 IoT3 IoTn

Figure 4: Dynamic multiredundancy mimic defence model.

Edge computing terminal

Pn

P2

P1

Executive body

Input proxy
Multiredundancy

voting
mechanism

Input Output

Figure 3: Single-redundancy mimic defence iPo model.
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by an attacker is heterogeneous is ph, so the probability
that any dynamic change of component i will not affect
the continued implementation of the attack is 1 − ph.
Component i can have up to Tattack/Tdynamic dynamic
transformations during the successful implementation
period Tattack of an attack. -erefore, the probability that
an attacker dynamically changes the component i within
the unit time required to complete an intrusion attack
does not affect the attack is (1 − ph)Tattack/Tdynamic . Based on
the above analysis, the probability of an attacker suc-
cessfully invading component i by component a can be
expressed as

p1 � p(a,i) × 1 − ph( 
Tattack/Tdynamic . (20)

After successfully invading component i, an attacker can
launchTdynamic/Tattack attacks against the execution component
P in each dynamic transformation period.-en the probability
of failure of all intrusion attacks from component i to com-
ponent P is (1 − p(i,P))

Tdynamic/Tattack , so the probability of suc-
cessful intrusion from component i to component P within the
dynamic transformation period Tdynamic is

1 − 1 − p(i,P) 
Tdynamic/Tattack

. (21)

-e attacker will stay on component i during time Tattack
in the following two cases:

(1) An attacker’s infiltration attack from component i to
component P fails, and the dynamic transformation
of component i does not affect the attack initiated by

the attacker. In this case, the probability that the
attacker will stay on component i is

1 − p(i,P) 
Tdynamic/Tattack

× 1 − ph( 
Tattack/Tdynamic . (22)

(2) An attacker’s infiltration attack from component i to
component P succeeds, and the dynamic transformation
of component i does not affect the attack initiated by
the attacker, but the dynamic transformation of
component P affects the effective implementation of
the attack. In this case, the probability that the attacker
will stay on component i is

1 − 1 − p(i,P) 
Tdynamic/Tattack

  × 1 − ph( 
Tattack/Tdynamic

× 1 − 1 − ph( 
Tattack/Tdynamic .

(23)

Combined with the above two situations, the ultimate pos-
sibility that the attacker will stay on component i is expressed as

p2 � 1 − p(i,P) 
Tdynamic/Tattack

× 1 − ph( 
Tattack/Tdynamic

+ 1 − 1 − p(i,P) 
Tdynamic/Tattack

  × 1 − ph( 
Tattack/Tdynamic

× 1 − 1 − ph( 
Tattack/Tdynamic 

� 1 − ph( 
Tattack/Tdynamic − 1 − 1 − p(i,P) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
 

× 1 − ph( 
2Tattack/Tdynamic .

(24)

Similarly, when the dynamic transformation between com-
ponent i and component P does not affect the attack initiated by
the attacker, the probability that component i successfully invades
component P is (1 − (1 − p(i,P))

Tdynamic/Tattack ), so p3 can be
expressed as

p3 � 1 − 1 − p(i,P) 
Tdynamic/Tattack

  × 1 − ph( 
2Tattack/Tdynamic .

(25)

-rough the equations of p1, p2, and p3, the probability
that an attacker can successfully invade component P by
component a can be calculated as

pP � p1 × p
0
2 + p

1
2 + · · · + p

n
2  × p3

�
1

1 − p2
× p(a,i) × 1 − 1 − p(i,P) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
 

× 1 − ph( 
3Tattack/Tdynamic .

(26)

Next, calculate the probability that component a success-
fully invades component o. First, we need to calculatep4 andp5.
According to the process representations and analysis methods
of p1, p2, and p3, the expressions of p4 and p5 are as follows:

P

Executive body

i oa

Attacker Input proxy Voter

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 6: single redundancy mimic defence system security
analysis model.

P1

P2

Pn

Logic executive body P

i oa

Attacker Input proxy Voter

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 5: Abstract model for mimic defence security analysis of
edge computing terminal.
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p4 � 1 − ph( 
Tattack/Tdynamic − 1 − 1 − p(P,o) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
 

× 1 − ph( 
2Tattack/Tdynamic ,

p5 � 1 − 1 − p(P,o) 
Tdynamic/Tattack

  × 1 − ph( 
2Tattack/Tdynamic .

(27)

-rough the equations of p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, the prob-
ability that an attacker can successfully invade component o

by component a can be calculated as

po �p1 × p
0
2 + p

1
2 + · · · + p

n
2 × p3 × p

0
4 + p

1
4 + · · · + p

n
4  × p5

�
1

1 − p2
× p(a,i) × 1 − 1 − p(i,P) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
 

× 1 − ph( 
3Tattack/Tdynamic ×

1
1 − p4

× 1 − 1 − p(P,o) 
Tdynamic/Tattack

  × 1 − ph( 
2Tattack/Tdynamic

�
1

1 − p2
×

1
1 − p4

× p(a,i) × 1 − 1 − p(i,P) 
Tdynamic/Tattack

 

× 1 − 1 − p(P,o) 
Tdynamic/Tattack

  × 1 − ph( 
5Tattack/Tdynamic .

(28)

5.2. 3-Redundancy Attack Defence Analysis. When the
mimic defence system adopts 3-redundancy, the model
of the system is shown in Figure 7. When an attacker
launches an attack from component i to logical execution
body P, according to the mimic defence principle, an
attacker can successfully invade the logical executable
body P only when the executable bodies P1, P2, and P3 are
completely isomorphic. According to the above analysis,
the probability that P1, P2, and P3 are completely iso-
morphic is (1 − ph)2. In this case, the probability of
successful invasion from component i to logical com-
ponent P within the dynamic transformation period
Tdynamic is (1 − ph)2 × (1 − (1 − p(i,P)

3)Tdynamic/Tattack ). -e
analysis method of single redundancy mimicry defense
system can also be used. In time Ta, the second situation
that the attacker will stay at component i can be de-
scribed as follows an attacker’s infiltration attack from
component i to component P succeeds, and the dynamic
transformation of component i does not affect the attack
initiated by the attacker, but the dynamic transformation
of the execution component Pi in logic component P

affects the effectiveness implementation of the attack.
-erefore, the probability that the attacker will stay on
component i is denoted as p2:

p2 � 1 − 1 − ph( 
2

  × 1 − ph( 
Tattack/Tdynamic + 1 − ph( 

2

× 1 − 1 − p
3
(i,P) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
  × 1 − ph( 

Tattack/Tdynamic

× 1 − 1 − ph( 
3Tattack/Tdynamic .

(29)

-e probability of successfully invading component P by
component i is denoted as p3:

p3 � 1 − ph( 
2

× 1 − 1 − p
3
(i,P) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
 

× 1 − ph( 
4Tattack/Tdynamic

� 1 − 1 − p
3
(i,P) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
 

× 1 − ph( 
2+ 4Tattack/Tdynamic( 

.

(30)

-rough the equations of p1, p2, and p3, the probability
that the component a successfully invades the logical
component P can be calculated; pP is

pP � p1 × p
0
2 + p

1
2 + · · · + p

n
2  × p3

�
1

1 − p2
× p(a,i) × 1 − 1 − p

3
(i,P) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
 

× 1 − ph( 
2+ 5Tattack/5Tattack( ).

(31)

At the same time, the first case where the attacker will
continue to stay at the logic component P during time Tattack
changes: the attacker launches an infiltration attack from all
the execution bodies in the logic component P to the
component o, there is an attack failure initiated by the
execution body Pi, and the dynamic transformation of all the
execution bodies in the logic component P does not affect
the attack initiated by the attacker. In this case, the prob-
ability that the attacker continues to stay in the logic
component P is

1 − p
3
(P,o) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
× 1 − ph( 

3Tattack/Tdynamic . (32)

P1

P2

P3

Logic executive body P

i oa

Attacker Input proxy Voter

1

2

3 5

4

Figure 7: 3-redundancy mimic defence system security analysis
model.
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Based on the above analysis, p4 can be expressed as

p4 � 1 − p
3
(P,o) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
× 1 − ph( 

3Tattack/Tdynamic

+ 1 − 1 − p
3
(P,o) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
  × 1 − ph( 

3Tattack/Tdynamic

× 1 − 1 − ph( 
Tattack/Tdynamic .

(33)

p5 is calculated as follows:

p5 � 1 − 1 − p
3
(P,o) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
  × 1 − ph( 

2+ 4Tattack/Tdynamic( 
.

(34)

-erefore, when the mimic defence system adopts 3-
redundancy, the probability that an attacker can successfully
invade component o by component a can be denoted as

po � p1 × p
0
2 + p

1
2 + · · · + p

n
2  × p3 × p

0
4 + p

1
4 + · · · + p

n
4  × p5

�
1

1 − p2
× p(a,i) × 1 − 1 − p

3
(i,P) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
 

× 1 − ph( 
2+ 5Tattack/Tdynamic( 

×
1

1 − p4

× 1 − 1 − p
3
(P,o) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
  × 1 − ph( 

4Tattack/Tdynamic

�
1

1 − p2
×

1
1 − p4

× p(a,i) × 1 − 1 − p
3
(i,P) 

Tdynamic/Tattack 

× 1− 1− p
3
(P,o) 

Tdynamic/Tattack
 × 1 − ph( 

4+ 9Tattack/Tdynamic( 
.

(35)

6. Experimental Analysis

6.1. Setting of Experimental Environment. In this section, we
built an edge computing network test platform to evaluate
the performance of the solution. We first explain the ex-
perimental setup and then give detailed experimental results.
As illustrated in Figure 8, at first, the edge computing
network test platform is designed on the NS2 simulation
platform. To simulate the real network environment, we
deploy the corresponding network components in the
network, such as routers, real system servers, single-re-
dundancy edge computing terminal servers and multi-
redundancy edge computing terminal servers, and edge
computing control centres. -e core of the edge computing
network is to make full use of the computing power of the
edge computing terminal. -erefore, in this experiment, we
deployed a large number of edge computing terminal groups
and relied on the edge computing control centre for man-
agement and interconnection. In this experiment, 500 edge
computing terminals were set up for simulation experi-
ments. Due to the limited computing power and resources of
the edge computing terminal, we considered the simulation
time to be 10 minutes to ensure the accuracy and rationality
of the experiment.

Specifically, in GLIDE, only the multiredundancy edge
computing terminal service has an intrusion detection
function, and the service inevitably consumes more network
resources. -e proposed model considers the proportion of
the multiredundancy edge computing terminal intrusion
detection service in the three types of core services that
directly determine the performance of the model. -erefore,
during the experiment, we changed the number-ratio re-
lationship between the single-redundancy edge computing
terminal server and the multiredundancy edge computing
terminal server. Moreover, by compromising the two spe-
cific indicators, which are the number of edge computing
terminals and the capture rate of malicious packets, the
performance of the proposed model concerning edge
computing resource consumption and intrusion prevention
is comprehensively considered.

6.2. Analysis of the Experimental Results. -is section tests
the defence performance of the proposed attack and defence
game model through the performance of network resource
consumption and detection rate. We compare and prove it
with the performance of the existing Fog-IDS model [14]
and the EIDS model [15]. According to the above theoretical
analysis, this paper adopts three different edge computing
network service-deployment strategies and allocates them
with a probability of τ, υ{ } � (0.5, 0.3), (0.3, 0.5){ }, where τ, υ
respectively represent single-redundancy edge computing
terminal service and multiredundancy edge computing
terminal service, and the latter has intrusion detection ca-
pabilities. -rough the comparison of these different
probabilities, this paper will get different compromise edge
computing terminals’ number and malicious packets’ cap-
ture rate. -ese results can help find a reasonable service
strategy deployment method in the edge computing
network.

6.2.1. Analysis of the Results of Compromising the Number of
Edge Nodes. Due to the limited existing computing power of
the edge computing terminal in edge networks, edge
computing terminals are vulnerable to be attacked from the
network or maliciously exploited by illegal users. -erefore,
it is particularly important to properly allocate the intrusion
detection service of the edge computing terminal, that is, to
properly deploy the multiredundancy edge computing ter-
minal intrusion detection service in the GLIDE. Next, we
find a reasonable deployment plan by comparative verifi-
cation experiment.

By comparing the model of this paper with the existing
Fog-IDS model and EIDS model. the relationship between
the number of compromised edge computing terminals and
the life cycle of the edge computing terminal is shown in
Figure 9. It can be observed that the life cycle of the edge
computing terminal has become longer, and the number of
compromised edge computing terminals of the three models
tends to increase. However, by comparison, during the
terminal life cycle, the number of compromised edge
computing terminals of the GLIDE is controlled to be less
than 200, which is significantly less than the Fog-IDS model
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and the EIDS model. It confirms that deploying multi-
redundancy edge computing terminal services in the net-
work model has specific intrusion detection and defence
effects.

When the probability of deploying intrusion detection
service of themultiredundancy edge computing terminal has
increased, the security in the network is further improved
because the service has certain intrusion detection capability.
Further comparison with Figure 10 illustrates that when the
multiredundancy edge computing terminal service probability
was raised to 0.5, the number of compromised edge computing
terminals was controlled to be about 150.

In summary, it can be identified that, in the edge com-
puting network, the upward curve trend of the number of
compromised edge computing terminals in this model is
relatively smooth, which means that the proposed multi-
redundancy edge computing terminal intrusion detection
service in this model is efficient. On the other hand, it is not
difficult to see that as the life cycle of edge computing ter-
minals increases, more edge computing terminals are com-
promised. -is also depicts that the computing power of the
edge computing terminal is relatively weak. -erefore, it is a
breakthrough of themodel in this paper tomake full use of the
reliable resources of the edge computing terminal in the life
cycle of the limited edge computing terminal and improve its
computational efficiency while ensuring its security.

6.2.2. Analysis of the Results of Malicious Packet Capture
Rate. -is section is further considered from a security
perspective. -e malicious packet capture rate is intuitively
reflected in the defensive performance when using different
service-deployment strategies τ, υ{ } � (0.5, 0.3), (0.3, 0.5){ }.
In different intrusion detection service rates of single-re-
dundancy edge computing terminal services and multi-
redundancy edge computing terminal services, for the
malicious packet capture rate of the attack behaviour as
depicted in Figures 6 and 7, the change line chart includes

the Fog-IDS model, the EIDS model, and the GLIDE (our
model).

As illustrated in Figure 11, the service distribution rate in
the model is 0.2 for the master system service, 0.5 for the
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single-redundancy edge computing terminal service, and 0.3
for the multiredundancy edge computing terminal service.
As can be seen from Figure 6, the malicious packet capture
rate of the Fog-IDS model and the EIDS model is not stable.
Specifically, the capture rate of the Fog-IDS model is be-
tween 0.5 and 0.6, and the capture rate of the EIDS model is
between 0.5 and 0.7. As compared with the other models, the
overall malicious packet capture performance of our model
is better than the existing Fog-IDS model and EIDS model,
and its trend tends to be stable.

As depicted in Figure 12, the service distribution rate in
the model is 0.2 for the master station system service, 0.3 for
the single-redundancy edge computing terminal service, and
0.5 for the multiredundancy edge computing terminal
service. When the edge node life cycle is relatively small, the
malicious packet capture rate of the GLIDE model is kept at
around 0.8, which is obviously better than the Fog-IDS
model and the EIDS model. However, as the node life cycle
becomes longer, the malicious packet capture rate of these
three models shows a downward trend. We can speculate
that the multiredundancy edge computing terminal service
consumes a lot of computing power of the node, making its
computing resources consume too much. -erefore, when

the node life cycle is gradually increased, the malicious
packet capture rate will drop significantly.

In summary, since the edge network is characterized by
fully utilizing the computing power of each terminal to solve
the computational problem of the core service, the multi-
redundancy edge computing terminal service cannot be
deployed excessively. Although this can improve the security
performance for a certain period of time, the computing
resources of the edge computing terminal are excessively
consumed. It is not worth the loss. Combined with the
experimental results, the following conclusions can be
drawn: through multiple NS2 simulation test platform ex-
periments, the model can achieve optimal performance
when the parameters satisfy τ, υ{ } � (0.5, 0.3){ }. In an actual
complex network environment, due to factors such as the
constant changes of the attack and defence strategies, ex-
cessive deployment of multiple redundant edge computing
terminal services does not improve detection performance. On
the contrary, it may cause excessive consumption of computing
resources. After repeated experiments, when the network re-
source consumption and detection rate performance reach a
dynamic balance, there is always an optimal income solution in
this paper that satisfies both the offense and defence.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced an edge computing network
mimic linkage intrusion detection model called GLIDE
based on the multiredundancy edge computing terminal
intrusion detection service to conduct distributed linkage
monitoring of attacks. We first employed the game theory
into the GLIDE model by considering the problem of oc-
cupying the edge computing terminal resources by the
terminal intrusion detection service based on the multi-
redundancy edge calculation. We then utilized the Nash
equilibrium of attack and defence income in the gamemodel
and the Nash equilibrium condition under different dy-
namic deployment conditions to analyse the deployment
strategy of the terminal intrusion detection service based on
multiredundancy edge calculation. -is procedure can be
optimized to ensure the optimal balance of attack and de-
fence revenue. Finally, we implemented the GLIDE model
on 500 edge computing terminals that were set up for
simulation experiments. -e experimental results confirm
that the GLIDE model can determine the optimal deploy-
ment strategy for intrusion detection service of multi-
redundancy edge computing terminal based on the
probability of attackers. Also, it can realize the intrusion
detection with an optimal defence cost.

-is paper is based on the assumption of complete ra-
tionality to analyse. Next, we will use Darwin’s theory of
biological evolution and Lamarck’s genetic theory as the
ideological foundation. From the perspective of system
theory, the adjustment process of group behaviour will be
regarded as a dynamic system, in which each individual’s
invasion behaviour and the invasion relationship with the
group are individually characterized. -e formation
mechanism from individual behaviours to group behaviours
and the various factors involved can be incorporated into the
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evolutionary game model to form a macro model with a
microfoundation, which more truly reflects the diversity and
complexity of behavioural subjects.
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